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Give me one good reason why i should never make a change chords

code-verse: my hidden treasure chest golden grand piano my beautiful Castillo E my acres of land I have achieved can give me one good reason why you should stop and believe in BM and E I should not change E then all this E will go away all my many artifacts list will go away if you just say the word list goes E I should not change all Bm and give me one
good reason why I should not change A E, I will run BM and give me one good reason to go away and I should not change E E then all this E will go away my friends and family and they do not understand that they will lose too much if they take my hand intro: F verse: My house Budapest my Bb, my hidden treasure chest, golden grand piano, my beautiful
Castillo dictionary chorus: Bb you, you, F I'll leave all the verses: F my acres of land, I've achieved, it can be difficult for you, stop and believe the dictionary chorus: Bb but for you, you, F I'll leave all bb for you, you, f I will leave all the choruses: C give me one good reason why I shouldn't make a difference If you hold bb f to me, C and baby, then I will go
away with all these verses: F my many relics, The list goes on and on, if you just say a word, I run up, pre-chorus: Bb Oh, You, F will leave all bb oh for you, you, F I'll leave all the choruses: C is one good reason bb f why I shouldn't change C and baby if you hold me all this C and good reason not to change baby Bb F and baby interlude among these will go
away: F Bb F verse: F My friends and family do not understand they are afraid they're going to lose too much, if you take my hand pre-chorus, you'll lose too much: Bb but, for you, F I'll lose all bb oh, you will lose all choruses, F I'll lose all choruses: C will give me a Bb F why I shouldn't change everything. The C of this one will give me one good reason why I
shouldn't change C and baby so if you hold bb f to me I will go away with all these verses: my hidden treasure chest, golden grand piano, F on my beautiful Castillo outro F my house: Bb you, f I will leave all Bb for you, you, F I'll leave everything. Now Available: Listen to songs from acoustic binders on my Spotify playlist! 2 full steps from Budapest and
adjusting capo, my, my hidden treasure chest golden grand piano, my beautiful Castillo C G you. Oh, you. Oh, you. C G Oh, for you. Oh, you. Oh, you. Oh, oh, oh, I'm going to leave all the D C G and give me one good reason why I shouldn't change D C G baby, if you hold me this will go back to me shouldn't change all D C G babies, if you hold me then all
this guitar solo will go away:| G | G | G | G | C | C | G | G | G my friends and family, they don't understand that they fear you'll lose too much, but for you, my hand C G. Oh, you. Oh, you. Oh, you. Oh, you, I've had 4739 views this month, including 45 views. Budapest my house, my hidden treasure chest, my golden grand piano, my beautiful Castillo A you,
OOOOOOH you, OOOh E I've achieved, it may be hard for you, stop and for you but for you, OOOOOOH you, OOOh E I'll leave all a for you, OOOOOOH you, OOOh E I will leave all the chorus : B7 give me e e good reason why I shouldn't make a change, B7 and if you hold me E will go away with all my many artifacts, the list will go away, if you just say the
word, I will go up and run oh oh, ooooh oh, OOOh e I will leave all the chorus for you all oh, OOOOOOH you, OOOh E I will leave all the chorus: B7 will give me an E E reason why I should not change B7 all this will go away B7 and all this B7 B7 I give me one good reason if you won't change you A E E then all this solo will disappear: E A E A E A E my
friends and family do not understand that they are afraid, they will lose too much, you have my hands but for you, OOOOOOH you, OOOh E I will lose all A for you Give me one good reason why I should not change B7, OOOOOOH you, OOOh E I will lose all the chorus: B7 give me one good reason why I should not change B7 I will give me one good reason
why I should not change B7 and if you hold me E will go away to my house in Budapest all this , my hidden treasure chest, golden grand piano, my beautiful Castillo you Oh, OOOOOOH you, OOOh E I'll leave all oh, OOOOoOh, OOOh E for you Leave everything behind. There are no video lessons for this song F My Home in Budapest. My Hidden Treasure
Chest, F Golden Grand Piano; My beautiful Castillo Bb leave all my acres of F I?d land for you f; I achieved F and that can be difficult for you; Stop and believe in Bb for you but F I?d leave me all C Bb and give me one good reason why you shouldn't change f and baby if you hold me f will go away my many artifacts, the list goes to F if you say the word, Iâ??
Ll up and run Bb Oh, you F I?d me all C Bb will give me one good reason why I shouldn't change f and baby if I hold me and give one good reason why you shouldn't change f and baby if you hold me all this f will go away my friends and family; They don't, don't they?? don't understand f they're afraid?? D loses too much; If anything, you had my hands Bb
but, for you, F I?d lose everything. C Bb will give me one good reason not to change F and baby if I'm holding me, so all this will give me a good reason not to change F and baby if C Bb follows me. My Hidden Treasure Chest, F Golden Grand Piano; My beautiful Castillo Bb You F I?d leave everything. Introduction: F Verse 1: FMy house on my hidden
treasure chest, golden grand piano, my beautiful Castillo dictionary chorus: BbYou, you, FI'd Leave all verses: FMy acres of land, I have achieved, it can be difficult for you, stop and believe the dictionary chorus: BbBut for you, FI'd leave all BbOh for you, you, FI'd leave all choruses: CGive me one good reason Bb F Why shouldn't I make a change, if you
hold me Bb FThen CAnd baby will go away all these verses 3: FMy many artifacts, list if you say, you word, I say: you say the word, I say the list goes: you say, you say CGive me one good reason Bb F Why shouldn't I make a change CAnd baby if you hold bb FThen to me: you, FI'd leave all BbOh for you, you leave all the choruses, FI'd me and you
shouldn't make me bb f why change c and you should not give me one good reason Bb F Why change c If Then all the short solos go away baby : F Bb F (as for verses via dictionary chorus) verse 4: FMy friends and family do not understand they are afraid they're going to lose too much, you have my hand dictionary chorus: BbBut for you, You, FI'd lose all
BbOh for you, you lose all bboh, you lose all the choruses, FI'd: CGive me one good reason Bb FWhy if you hold me Bb FThen I shouldn't change cAnd baby all this cGive will go to me all cGive will not change cAnd baby all this will go away all these verses 1: Budapest my FMy house, my hidden treasure chest, golden grand piano, My beautiful Castillo prechorus/outro: BbYou, you, FI'd leave all BbOh for you, you, FI'd leave everything.
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